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Decades of lackof drawingmanagement has
created siloedinformation.

Project change orders the high cost ofrenovation due to in-accurate drawings.

Lost, damaged, or outdated,
whether they are stored in
digital or hardcopy format.

Waste valuable time and
money searching.

Decades of disorganization = 
no morale or confidence within
their teams.

Sharing information with contractors,

planning teams, and others, is inefficient.

No dedicated team
to manage the

drawings. 

Facility digital andhardcopy drawingsare out of control

Projects budget

increase due to lost or

in-accurate drawings.

THESE PROBLEMS EXISTS GLOBALLY WHEREVER FACILITIES ARE MAINTAINED
The most common approach to solving your engineering drawings worldwide is to scan them and store them on
file servers, in digital PDF format, or in CAD files, often across multiple locations. This causes more chaos making

them difficult to find and access.



FROM THIS TO THIS

We roll up our sleeves and do the
heavy lifting, taking their
blueprint burden away.

Customize and populate our app,
echo with their relevant drawings. 

Compress years of project
history into a new master set,
layered by discipline per floor.

We partner with our clients to
keep their drawings accessible

and accurate for the future.

FIX DIGITALGO DIGITAL GET CLARITY MAINTAIN
organized modernized optimized standardized

Making the world accessible, one drawing at a time.
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Fix Digital with echo Drawing
management software

Created by DCM Inc. echo is our
proprietary drawing management
software. echo helps you store, organize,
track version control, search, mark up
and retrieve your drawings easily within
seconds from one single source of truth. 

It's an integral tool in a strategic
strategy, dedicated to ensuring the
precision of your plans. 

The Solution

Go Digital with our hands-on white
glove service 

Exclusively by DCM Inc. hands-on
Drawing Services such as assessment,
extraction, audit, file processing,
scanning, and drawing data collection.
This stage is where we take your paper
drawing chaos, bring clarity and make
them digital. 
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Get Clarity with Baseline Master
CAD Plans

Created by DCM Inc. baselines
provide comprehensive drawings
as a foundation for all future
projects. These multi-layer master
CAD plans compress years of
history into one drawing,
everything you need, all your
facilities superpowers in one
place. 

The Solution

Clean Tech

Keep up-dated with + Maintain

Uniquely Offered by DCM our CAD
drawing management
maintenance packages are a
critical phase that provides on-
demand drawing updates to
ensure your drawing assets remain
up-to-date and digitally accurate as
your facilities grow. 



2,280

3,028 less
drawings

2,716 less
drawings

Improvement

99%

 5,317
Hardcopies

Your project history is accurate
Building plans are digital
It's easy to find them and share them

MASTERS

October  2022 January 2023

Floor plan

Valves and shutoffs

Electrical

7
BASELINES

Now you'll really see your facility clearly!

March 2023
We compressed all the years of history,
put the puzzle pieces together, and
stack disciplines over the floor plan.  

Improvement

57%

MASTER CAD FILES

Your drawing room is empty

With + maintain package:
we update all project plans

moving forward!

Case Study Smaller Facility



Their new drawing app
gets 7,062 master
drawings with catalogued
search data
That's 86% less drawings
from 1 month before
They can find drawings in
under a minute
They can share drawings
in a snap

We squashed 7,062
masters drawings into
140 baselines
A drawing reduction
of 99.7% 
52 drawings for Floor 2
Lighting turned into
one baseline CAD
drawing
Finding drawings now
takes seconds

we came on-site and
loaded 50,000 blueprints
into 10 crates
sorted through 50,000 HCs,
separating the accurate
drawings from superseded
and duplicates
pulled hundreds of rows of
data from each master 
uploaded 7,062 master
drawings into echo

50,000 blueprints 
decades of disorganization
everything stuffed in boxes
spread out over 8 facilities
It took 1-4+ hours to find
one drawing
new projects had high bid
costs because there were
missing drawings
change orders during
projects were high

Case Study Medium Facility

FIX DIGITALGO DIGITAL GET CLARITY MAINTAIN
organized modernized optimized standardized



68,365
HC + DIGITAL

Your project history is accurate
Building plans are digital
It's easy to find them and share them

21,046
MASTERS

October 2022

February 2023

47,319 less
drawings

Improvement

69% 20,716 less
drawings

Improvement

99%

Your drawing room is empty

Floor plan

Valves and shutoffs

Electrical

330
BASELINES

Now you'll really see your facility clearly!

June 2023
We  compressed all the years of history, put the
puzzle pieces together, and stack disciplines
over the floor plan. 
Approx, 3 Baseline Master CAD Plans per floor

MASTER CAD FILES

With + maintain package:
we update all project plans

moving forward!

Case Study Large Facility



Making the vision
a reality
Modernizing your drawing
management system is a
BIG decision. 

We get it—we'd want to know who
we're investing in, too! 

For 20 years, these companies have
trusted The Drawing Specialists to
powerhouse their drawing
management and futureproof their
system. We don't hand off a product!
We're here to stay and support you
today and tomorrow.

Vision board
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Email Us Today!
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